


Our History
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Intent
At Holy Trinity, it is our intention to recognise the 
importance of Science in every aspect of daily life. 
We intend to allow all our naturally curious and 
inquisitive children to develop scientific knowledge 
and conceptual understanding, which stimulates 
them to understand the uses and implications of 
science, today and for the future.

We intend to build a Science curriculum which 
develops learning and results in the acquisition of 
knowledge and build a Science curriculum which, 
enables children to become enquiry based learners.



Intent

In our rapidly evolving world, science is a 
vital part of our curriculum intention. Science 
links direct practical experience with ideas, it 
can engage learners at many levels. Scientific 
method is about developing and evaluating 
explanations through experimental evidence 
and modelling. 

Pupils learn to question and discuss science-
based issues that may affect their own lives, 
the direction of society and the future of the 
world.
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Intent

To provide a stimulating environment, where 
children can work in an investigative way and can 
communicate their findings in a variety of ways.

This equips all teachers with the necessary tools to 
teach a dynamic and diverse curriculum across the 
different key stages.
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Intent

Topics are revisited and developed 
in further detail throughout Key 
Stage Two. This model allows 
children to build upon their prior 
knowledge and increases their 
enthusiasm for the topics whilst 
embedding this procedural knowledge 
into the long-term memory.
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Intent
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In EYFS and KS1, we recognise the importance of scientific 
enquiry and encourage the children to develop their 
inquisitive minds through hands-on scientific exploration. In 
Early Years, we believe that play is the most important tool 
to grow a child’s inquisitive mind and ability to explore. 
Through a variety of focused areas within the classroom, 
children are regularly asked to explore new and interesting 
ideas which stimulate their naturally inquisitive nature. 
Through this approach we develop the children’s ability to 
raise questions and seek out their own answers thus 
beginning their ability to work scientifically from the earliest 
starting point.



Implementation

Working walls in our classrooms reflect 
topics and display vocabulary. Children are 
encouraged to refer to these, so they can be 
resourceful in supporting their own learning. 
Teachers plan opportunities to develop 
children’s understanding of their surroundings 
by accessing outdoor learning and a variety 
of enriching experiences. 
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Implementation

We plan differentiated challenges that 
provide for all children, including 
vulnerable groups and those working at 
greater depth. Throughout the year groups, 
we provide enrichment activities including 
trips, visits and workshops from experts 
in their field to enhance learning 
experiences
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Impact

Competitions
Throughout the school year we 
compete in science competition 
against other schools in the 
cluster. 
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Science Competition
2nd Place 2017
1st Place 2018
3rd Place 2019



Impact

“Science at Holy Trinity means to 
me…”
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Ciana year 2 – “Science is fun when 
do experiments”

Vilma year 3 – “We learn a lot when 

do visit science museum” 

Wolfie year 5 -“ Going on trips. I really enjoyed going to the Science 
Museum because there were lots of games, fun things to look at and 
experiments to see”.

Martin Year 5-“I enjoyed learning about gases. 
We breathe in oxygen but, in some places there is 
not enough oxygen”.
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Years 4 and 5 went to Richard Atkins school to 
take part in their ‘Science explosion’! It was a 
great event, with lots of fascinating projects on 
show. Holy Trinity showed their understanding of 
the heart and why healthy eating is important, 
as well as ‘Brilliant Bacteria’ which was all 
about why we need to stay hygienic and keep 
things clean. 
Rachel Thomas

They showed their understanding of their chosen 
scientific problem and explained their ideas well. Their 
clear answers, and deep understanding impressed the 
judges a lot, and definitely helped us to win first place. 

Competition organiser (Richard Atkins)



Impact
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Parents taking part during 
science day creating the 
largest tower.




